Abstract-We propose an all optical switch in a dual-core photonic crystal fiber (PCF) that has the core region consisting of soft glass and has nematic liquid crystal filled holes in the cladding region. Light waves are guided in this PCF by total internal reflection (TIR) due to the refractive index contrast between soft glass and liquid crystal (LC). Its wavelength dependent coupling, birefringence and dispersion are calculated and later use these parameters to evaluate the switching characteristics of short pulses propagating through this optical waveguide. The switch demonstrates tunability with external perturbation such as applying external heat source or electric field. Refractive index sensitivity of LC with these perturbation as well as polarization of the light signal determines the coupling, birefringence and dispersion properties of the overall waveguide and its switching characteristics.
INTRODUCTION
Researchers explored new physical properties of PCFs by filling air cylinders in the cladding region with isotropic or anisotropic materials instead of air [1] [2] [3] [4] . Other types of doped and undoped PCFs were also studied [5, 6] . Most recently, liquid crystal filled photonic crystal fiber (LC-PCF) has attracted a considerable amount of attention [7, 8] due to its unique wave guiding properties. In particular, the presence of liquid crystal has been demonstrated to make fiber sensitive to external perturbation, such as change of temperature, pressure, external electric field, rubbing angle etc. [8] [9] [10] . In this paper, we propose an all optical switch implemented in a PCF comprising a central core region of soft glass (SF57) surrounded by holes infiltrated with E7 type nematic liquid crystal. Waves are guided in this PCF by total internal reflection (TIR) due to the refractive index difference between soft glass and LC. Modal characteristics of regular dual core PCFs with air filled cladding holes were investigated by using the vector finite element method (FEM) [11] [12] [13] . In this study, we used the similar numerical tools to evaluate wavelength dependent dispersion and coupling characteristics of LC-PCF couplers. The results were found to be in good agreement with the ones obtained using other commercially available software (Fimwave from Photon Design Inc.) [14] . Using the finite difference method modal characteristics (confinement loss, dispersion and birefringence) of single core LC filled PCF are discussed in reference [15] . The same group also reported the coupling and polarization characteristics of the similar PCF with dual core [16] [17] [18] . Coupling and birefringence results obtained from our vector finite element based model qualitatively agree with their reported results. In this study, we primarily focus on PCF properties induced by the presence of anisotropic material (liquid crystal) and use our findings to assess the feasibility of building an all optical switch. We also demonstrate that the switch is tunable by applying external perturbation such as temperature change due to heating or applying external electric field.
GUIDED MODES IN DUAL CORE LC-PCF
Figure 1(a) shows the schematic of a dual core PCF, where the holes with diameter d and pitch Λ placed in the cladding region are infiltrated with E7 type nematic LC instead of air. Vector finite element method (FEM) was used to analyze the LC-PCF modes [12] [13] [14] 19] . The vector wave equation for the E field is given by,
where µ r and n are the permeability and refractive index of the material in the waveguide respectively, k 0 is the free space wave number. The refractive index of both E7-LC and soft glass (SF57) are wavelength dependent [15, [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . The soft glass of type SF57's refractive index can be evaluated by taking the square root of the permittivity expressed by the Sellmeier equation [15, [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] ε r (λ) = 1 + The other material E7's refractive indices are mainly determined by the molecular structures, wavelength, and temperature [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . The LC used in the proposed structure is an anisotropic material consisting of rod like molecules which are characterized by ordinary index n o and extraordinary index n e . The n o and n e of the E7 material were measured previously by J. Li et al. [22] at different visible wavelengths in the temperature range from 15 • C to 50 • C. The extended Cauchy model was used to fit the measured n o and n e which can be described as follows [15, [21] [22] [23] [24] 
At 25 [24] . Glass material which constitutes the core area exhibits higher refractive index than that of the LC in the cladding region. This refractive index contrast structure ensures the guiding of light through the core region. External perturbation on the LC material changes its dielectric properties and ensures tunability of the overall waveguide that will be discussed in later sections.
Even and odd symmetry modes of the structure are supported by both cores of the dual core PCF and the coupling length L C is determined by the difference between the wave vector for the even and odd super modes which is formulated as
where k ze and k zo , represent the component of wave vectors in the direction of propagation for the even and odd super modes respectively and those can be evaluated by using vector FEM.
Tuning the Coupler by Heating
Adding an external heat source to the coupler such as thermal heater in the device casing causes change in temperature, this eventually changes the refractive index of the materials. The refractive index of LC has significantly higher temperature sensitivity compared to glass. The temperature effect of the LC refractive indices can be expressed by the average refractive index and birefringence. The four-parameter model for describing the temperature dependence of the LC refractive indices is [21] [22] [23] [24] 
Here T is the temperature in • k and Tc is the clearance temperature for E7 LC it is considered as 340 • k [15, [23] [24] . As both ordinary and extraordinary refractive indices are temperature sensitive their difference which is the birefringence is also temperature sensitive. Figure 2 shows the wavelength dependent birefringence for temperature of 15-35 • C [24] .
An increase of birefringence is observed as the temperature decreases. This change of birefringence is somewhat linear for the temperature range from 35 • C to 15 • C but as suggested by Equation (5) this linear relationship will be change to nonlinear when the temperature get close to the clearance temperature.
The dispersion for the extra ordinary wave is more sensitive than that of the ordinary wave. Figure 3 shows the GVD, β 2 which is the second derivative of the wave vector k z with respect to angular frequency; ω, and β 3 , third order dispersion (TOD) which is the third derivative of the wave vector k z for the extraordinary wave increases with the increase of temperature. It is also noted that the temperature change effects are stronger in the longer wavelength region. At shorter wavelength, the material dispersion of soft glass dominates the dispersion but at a longer wavelength, waveguide dispersion starts taking over, as does the temperature sensitivity of cladding materials (in this case is LC). Coupling Length of the PCF also varies as the temperature increases. The extraordinary wave demonstrates much faster increase of Lc with temperature than that of an ordinary wave. The difference in wave vector for even and odd supper modes is more temperature sensitive for the extraordinary wave than that of the ordinary wave. Figure 4 shows the temperature effects on coupling length [24] . 
Tuning the Coupler by Applying External Electric Field
Application of an external electric field in the LC-PCF alters the modal characteristics by changing the orientation of the LC molecules' director angle, φ. Applying dc voltage in the electrode placed along the ordinary or extraordinary axis provides a preferential orientation for the LC molecules in the corresponding axis. The stronger the applied voltage, the closer the director gets to the corresponding axis (ordinary/extraordinary). The following equation describes the variation of refractive index with the director angle change
Orientation of the LC molecule in a particular director angle determines the refractive index. Two boundaries of director angle: 0 • corresponds to ordinary polarization and 90 • corresponds to extra ordinary polarization. Figure 5 shows the variation of coupling length due to director angle change. We observe a shorter coupling length as the director angle increases. On the other hand we observe negligible dispersion sensitivity due to the external electric field.
SHORT PULSE PROPAGATION
Depending on the excitation wavelength, the PCF couplers are capable of supporting soliton like pulses for the self-focusing nonlinearity of soft glass. Pulse propagation through this coupled structure is described by [12, 13, 25, 26 ]
where z and τ are the distance and time respectively; q refers to the envelope of the electromagnetic wave; η is the small ratio of the crossphase (XPM) to self-phase (SPM) modulation coefficients; ∆β is the phase mismatch evaluated from the difference of k ze for ordinary and extraordinary wave (∆β = k 0 ∆n), ∆β 1 is the group velocity mismatch evaluated by taking difference of the first derivative of k ze at two different polarization with respect to angular frequency ω, γ is the nonlinear parameter which can be written as
where c is the velocity of light, n 2 is the nonlinear index coefficient. Numerically the effective nonlinear modal area, A eff , can be evaluated by using the following expression involving the modal electric field E(x, y) evaluated from the finite element solution of Eq. (1)
For the PCF coupler shown in Figure 1 (d = 1.0 µm and d/Λ = 0.4), A eff was evaluated as 34 µm 2 at 1.55 µm. The third and fourth terms in Eq. (7) correspond to the dispersion, the fifth term corresponds to self and cross phase modulation, the sixth term describes the shock effect and the last term corresponds to the linear coupling [12, 13, 25] . These equations were solved numerically using a split step Fourier (SSF) method for 200 fs pulses. The FEM model provided the wave vector k z , from which the group velocity dispersion, β 2 the second derivative of the wave vector k z with respect to angular frequency; ω, was calculated. At 25 • C and 1.55 µm we evaluated β 2 to be 126 ps 2 /km. Subsequently third order dispersion β 3 , the third derivative of the wave vector k z was evaluated to be 0.055 ps 3 /km. In the model we incorporate the change of β 2 and β 3 for variable temperature but the effect is not that significant at 1.55 µm. It is due to the fact that a noticeable change of dispersion was observed only at longer wavelengths as already seen in Figure 3 . 
Tuning the Pulse Switching in LC-PCF Coupler
Pulse intensity determines switching in this device. At low peak intensity of the pulse, the dual core PCF behaves like a linear coupler. The two cores completely exchange power after traveling a distance of L c . As the intensity increases, an increased fraction of the input power remains in the same waveguide where the pulse was originally launched (bar channel). There is no exchange of energy to the other wave guide (cross channel). Figure 6 shows this clearly. It is worthwhile to mention that the individual polarization modes coupled within each core may change the pulse shape as the frequency component of the pulse varies with state of polarization. However the over all pulse energy at each core which is the sum of all the frequency components remains same and that is the principle cause of switching pulses between the two cores.
As the temperature increases transmission curves for low input power in Figure 6 (a) show an increase in L c . At higher input power Figure 6 (b) demonstrate a vertical shifting of transmission curve with the change of temperature. Since the dispersion sensitivity with temperature is negligible at this launching wavelength (1.55 µm), it is the change of L c with temperature that contributes the most to the tuning of transmission curves. It is worth noting that only the extraordinary wave shows this type of tunability with temperature. Similar tunability in the transmission curve is observed at Figure 7 due to the change of director angle. The 90 • shift of director angle which is the extraordinary wave shows the maximum variation in the transmission curve. The L c is the shortest at that director angle. So the tendency of exchanging energy between core is more in this case.
The transmission curves for an extraordinary wave with respect to the intensity at different temperatures are shown in Figure 8 . From the figure we see that the switching occurs later at colder temperature. As the temperature increases an earlier switching is observed.
CONCLUSION
We have presented the nonlinear switching characteristics of a coupler implemented in a LC-PCF. Our study shows that both the coupling and dispersion properties of PCF can be altered by changing the temperature and external electric field. Material characteristics of E7 type liquid crystal and its sensitivity to heat and electric field is the dominant factor for the tunability of the coupler. The nonlinear properties of the fiber were used to demonstrate all optical switching of short duration pulses.
